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Data:- Data is raw. It represents unorganized and unprocessed 

facts.  It simply exists and has no significance beyond its 

existence. It can exist in any form usable or not.  It does not 

have meaning of itself.  Data can be numbers, letters of 

alphabet, words, special symbols, scanned photos etc. 

Knowledge:-  Knowledge is a the appropriate collection of 

information such that its intent is to be useful.   

 By knowledge we mean human understanding of a subject 

matter that has been acquired through proper study and 

experience.  Knowledge is usually based on learning, thinking 

and proper understanding of the problem area. 

 Note:-   

• Knowledge is not information and information is not data 

• Knowledge is derived from information in the same way  

• information is derived from data. 
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Wisdom :- The ability to use your knowledge and experience to 

make good decisions and judgments. 

 

What is computer? 

 According to Oxford dictionary computer is defined as “An 

automatic electronic apparatus for making calculations or 

controlling operation that are expressible in numerical or 

logical terms”. 

  We can define computer as “A programmable electronic 

device which takes some data as input process it under given 

commands, step by step to give a meaningful result 

(information). 

Characteristic of Computer:-  Following are the characteristics 

of computer which are the cause for increasing its popularity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a)  Speed:- The first feature of computer is speed.  It is a 

very fast device which can perform any type of task in a 
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fraction of second.  The speed of computer can be measured in 

picoseconds (10
-12

second) that means trillion part of a second.  

A powerful computer is capable of performing several billion 

(10
9

) simple arithmetic in a second. 

b) Accuracy:-  Accuracy means exactness of result.  The accuracy 

with which a computer performs calculation or process data is 

very high.  A computer never gives any wrong information unless 

and until the user does. 

c) Diligence:-  A Computer does not suffer from the human traits 

of tiredness or bored.  If 1 million calculations have to be 

performed, it can perform the 1 millionth calculation with 

exactly same speed and accuracy as the first once. 

d) Storage:- One of the most important feature of a computer is 

storage.  A computer can store a large amount of data and 

whenever required can retrieve it back very easily.  For 

example, the whole Oxford dictionary can be stored in a single 

floppy disk. 

e) Versatility:-  Versatility is important feature of computer.  

For example one moment it is preparing results of examination, 

next moment it is busy in preparing electricity bills and in 

between it may be helping can office secretary to trace an 

important letter in second. 

f) Automation:-  A computer can perform a particular work 

continuously for hours together without human intervention. 
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Functions of computer:-  Any computer is supposed to carry out 

following functions . 

a) Accepting the data as input. 

b) Storing the data and instructions in its memory and 

recalling the same as and when required. 

c) Processing the data as per instructions to convert it 

into useful information. 

d) Communicating the information as output. 

Limitations of computer:- 

a) It cannot think and make any decision on its own. 

b) It cannot perform anything outside the defined scope. 

c) Computers do not have the potential to work out an 

alternative solutions. 

History of computer:- 

          3000 BC ABACUS 

         1642 Pascal’s Mechanical  

         Calculator (Adding Machine) 

        1804 Jacquard’s Loom 

       1833 Babbage’s Analytical Engine 

      1945 Computer with punch card 

     1949 General Purpose Machine 

    1951  Commercial Machine 

   1968 Mini Computer 

  1974 Micro Computer 

 1979 Portable Computer 

1980 Super Computer 
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ABACUS :-  The earliest and the simplest device that was used for 

calculations was the abacus.  Abacus has been in use since 3000 

BC .  It was developed in China.  ABACUS was a clay board 

consisted of beads that could slide over wires. The wires 

represented columns and rightmost column represented UNITS, next 

column for TENS and so on.  By moving appropriate beads one 

could represent various numbers. 

Pascal’s Adding Machine:-  Mechanical device include Blaise 

Pascal’s adding machine (1642) which was operated by dialing 

wheels and Gottfried Withetm Von Leibnitz’s stepped calculator 

(1694).  This stepped calculator could also multiply and divide 

apart from normal operations like subtraction and addition.  

This machine mainly consisted of a row of toothed wheels.  These 

were numbered from 0 to 9.  The machine could add eight columns 

of numbers. 
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The Analytical Engine by Babbage:-  It was general purpose 

computing device which could be used for performing any 

mathematical operation automatically.  It consisted of the 

following components. 

The Store:-  A mechanical memory unit consisting of counter 

wheels. 

The Mill:-  An arithmetic unit which is capable of performing 

the four basic arithmetic operations. 

Card:-   There are basically two types of cards: 

(a) Operational Cards:-  Selects one of the four arithmetic 
operation by activating THE MILL to perform the selected 

operation. 

(b) Variable Cards:-  Selects the memory locations to be 
used by THE MILL or a particular operation (i.e. the 

source of the operands and the destination of the 

results). 

Output:- Output could be directed to a printer or a card punch 

device. 
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 The Babbage machine is fundamentally the same as a modern 

computer.  But unfortunately Babbage work could not be 

completed. 

Note:-  Charles Babbage is called the Father of Computer. 

 

 

            Result  

    Instruction        

 

 

 

 

Mark I :-  In 1934 Harvard Professor Howard Eiken, built an 

automatic calculating machine which was called Mark I digital 

computer.  Its internal operations were automatically 

controlled.  Mark I was the realization of Babbage’s dream long 

after his death. 

ENIAC:-  The ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator And 

Calculator) was designed in 1945 at the university of 

Pennsylvania to calculate figures for thousands of gunnery 

tables required  by the US army for accuracy in artillery fire.  

It could perform 5000 additions or 500 multiplication per 

minutes.  It used thousands of vacuum tube (18000), weighed 30 
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tons, occupied a number of rooms (15sqft space), needed a great 

amount of electricity and emitted excessive heat. 

 

Generation of Computer 

According to the component and technology used in computer 

system they are divided into different generations as follows: 

Generation Year   Component used 

1
st

   1946-1955 Vacuum tube 

2
nd

   1956-1965 Transistors 

3
rd

   1966-1975 Integrated Circuits (IC Chip) with SSI 

      and MSI  technology 

4
th

   1976-1989 Microprocessor with LSI and VLSI   

      technology 

5
th

  1989 to till date  Micro processor with ULSI   

       technology 
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SSI(Small Scale Integration):-  Integration of only about ten or 

twenty electronic component on a single Chip. 

MSI(Medium Scale Integration):-  A circuit with about 100 

transistors fabricated on a single chip. 

LSI(Large Scale Integration):-  Integration of over 30,000 

electronic components on a single chip. 

VLSI(Very Large Scale Integration):-  An electronic circuit with 

about 1 lakh transistors fabricated on a single chip. 

ULSI(Ultra Large Scale Integration):-  Integration of about 10 

million electronic component on a single chip. 

First Generation of Computer:-  It is considered that the first 

generation of computer is related with the era of vacuum tube, 

when vacuum tube was the main component o the computer.  Example 

of some first generation  computers are ENIAC, UNIVAC, EDVAC, 

EDSAC etc. 

 The memory of these computers used electromagnetic relays 

and all data and instructions were fed into system from punched 

cards.  The instructions were written inn machine and assemble 

language. 

Characteristics of First Generation of Computers:- 

• They were fastest calculating devices of their time. 

• They were too bulky in size, requiring large rooms for 

installation. 
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• They used thousands of vacuum tube that emitted large 

amount of heat. 

• Power consumption of these computers were very high. 

• This machine had limited storage capacity. 

• Needed more maintenance. 

2. Minicomputer:-  The term minicomputer is originated in 1960.  

Initially minicomputers were 8 bit and 12 bit machines but by 

1970 almost all minicomputers were 16 bit machines.  16 bit 

minicomputer was more powerful machine which could be used in 

variety of applications and could support business applications 

along with scientific applications.  The minicomputer was used 

as a multiuser system which can be used by various users at the 

same time.  It allows 50 users to work at a time. 

 Gradually architectural requirement of minicomputer grew 

and a 32 bit minicomputer developed which called supermini 

computer. 

Ex:-  PDP -8,  PDP-II,  VAX -7500, HCL Daysis etc. 

3.  Mainframe Computer:-  Mainframe computers are generally 32 

bit machines or on the higher side.  These are suited to big 

organizations to manage high volume applications. Mainframes are 

also used as central host  computers in distributed system.  It 

allows 200 users to work at a time. 

 The mainframes are used to support large Data Base 

Management System. 

Ex:-  DEC-1090,  Cyber 170,  IBM-360/370,  etc. 
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4. Super Computer:-  The upper end of the state of the art 

mainframes are the super computer.  These are amongst the 

fastest machines in terms of processing speed and uses 

multiprocessing techniques,  where a number of processors are 

used to solve a problem. 

 Super computer are mainly being used for weather for 

casting, image processing, bio-medical applications, remote 

sensing etc. 

 The word length of super  computer is ranging from 64 bit 

to 128 bits 

Ex:-  PARAM 10000,  ROBOT, CRAY, CRAY-2, NEX SY-2 

 Super Computer Main frame 

computer 

Mini 

computer 

Micro 

computer 

CPU Speed Very Fast Fast Moderate Slow 

Speed 

Measured 

in 

Pico second Nano second Micro 

second 

Milli 

second 

CPU Base Very large 

Multiprocessor 

Large 

Multiprocessor 

Multi 

processor 

Single 

Processor 

Storage Very large Large Moderate Small 

Cost Very costly Costly Medium Cheap 

No. of 

Users 

Many(500) Many(200) Many(50) Single 

Processing MUMT MUMT MUMT SUMT 
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Hardware :-  Hardware is physical component of a computer 

system.  This is the actual machine that includes the 

mechanical, electrical and electronic equipment.  Ex. Keyboard, 

Monitor, Scanner, Printer,  Hard disk,  Floppy disk etc. 

 The hardware of the computer is usually divided into three 

major categories (1)  The Central Processing Unit which contains 

arithmetic and logic unit for manipulating data (2)  A number of 

registers for storing data and (3)  Control circuits for 

fetching and executing instructions. 
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Software:-  The software of the computer constitutes of the 

programs and instructions  to be executed.  

 S program is a set of instructions that are arranged in a 

sequence that guides the computer to solve a problem.  The 

process of writing a program is called programming. 

 A computer software can be broadly classified into two 

categories. 

1. System software/program 

2. Application software and program 

1.  System software:-  System programs are designed to make 

the computer easier to use.  An example of system software 

is operating system, which consists of many other programs 

for controlling input/output devices,  memory, processor 

etc.  C language is broadly used to develop system 

software.  System software performs one or more of the 

following functions. 

1. Support to develop application software 

2. Support in execution of application software . 

3. Monitors various hardware resources, such as CPU, 

memory etc. 

4. Communicates and controls operations of peripheral 

devices such as printer, disk etc. 

2. Application Software:-  Application software is written to 

enable the computer to solve a specific data processing 

task.  There are two  categories of application software. 

1.  Pre written software package 
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2. User application program. 

Ex of some application software are:-  Word processing software, 

Spreadsheet software, Database software, Graphics software,  

Entertainment software etc. 

Computer Languages: 

Language is a means of communication.  We use natural languages 

such as Hindi, English, to communicate our ideas and emotions to 

others similarly a programmer uses a computer language to 

instruct a computer what he/she wants it to do. 

 Computer language can be broadly classified into three 

categories: 

  1.  Machine Language 

  2.  Assembly Language 

 & 3.  High-Level Language 

1. Machine Language:-This is sequence of instructions written in 

the from of binary numbers consisting of 1s,0s to which the 

computer responds directly.  The machine language was initially 

referred to as CODE. 

  An instruction prepared in any machine language will 

have at least two parts.  The first part is the command or 

operation, which tells the computer what function, is to be 

performed.  All computers have an operation code for each of its 

functions.  The second part of the instruction is the operand or 

it tells the computer where to find or store the data that has 

to be manipulated. 

Note:-  Machine language is considered to be the first 

generation language. 

Advantage of machine language:-  It is faster in execution since 

computer directly starts executing it. 

Disadvantage of machine language:- It is difficult to understand 

and develop a program using machine language.  Anybody going 

through this program for checking will have a difficult task to 

understand what will be achieved when this program is executed. 
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Assembly Language:-  

When we employ symbols (letter, digits or special characters) 

for operation part, the address part and other part of the 

instruction code, this representation is called an assembly 

language program.  This is considered to be the second 

generation language. 

  Machine and Assembly languages are referred to as low 

level language. 

  Each machine has its own assembly language which is 

dependent upon the internal architecture of the processor. 

  And assembly language program can not be executed by a 

machine as it is not in binary form. An assembler is needed to 

translate and assembly language program into the object code 

executable by the machine. 

Advantage of assembly language:- Writing a program in assembly 

language is more convenient then in machine language. Instead of 

binary language sequence, as in machine language, it is written 

in the form of symbolic instructions. 

Disadvantage of Assembly Language:- Assembly language is 

specific to particular machine architecture. Assembly languages 

are designed for a specific make and model of a microprocessor. 

It means that assembly language programs written for one 

processor will not work on a different processor if it is 

architecturally different. 

 Assembly language program is not as fast as machine 

language. Because it has to be first translated into machine 

(binary) language code. 

Advantage of high level language:-  There are four main 

advantages of high level language  

1. Readability:-  Programs written in these languages are more 

reliable than assembly and machine language . 

2. Portability:- Program can be run on different machine with 

little or no change. 
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3. Easy debugging:-  Errors could easily be removed . 

4. Easy software development:-  Software could easily be 

developed. Commands of programming languages are similar to 

natural language. 

Note:-  High Level Language are also called third generation 

language. 

Fourth Generation Language 4GL:- The fourth generation of 

programming language is not as clearly defined as the earlier 

generations. Fourth generation language commonly referred to as 

4GL is a high level language that requires significantly fewer 

instructions to accomplish a particular task than a third 

generation language does most 3rd generation languages are 

procedural language but most 4th generation languages are non 

procedural language. 

Assembler:- An assembler is a translator which takes its input 

in the form of assembly language program and produces machine 

language code as its output. It is a system software supplied by 

the manufacturer. 

 

 

 

 

Compiler:- A compiler is a translator program that translates 

high-level language program into its equivalent machine language 

program. 
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Interpreter:-  Interpreter is a translator which is used to 

translate high level language program into machine language. 

 

 

 

Difference between Compiler and Interpreter:- 

1. Scans the entire program 

first and then translate it 

into machine code. 

1. Translate the program 

line by line. 

2. Converts the entire 

program to machine code when 

all the errors are removed 

execution takes place. 

2. Each time the program is 

executed every line is 

checked for syntax error and 

then converted to equivalent 

machine code. 

3. Slow for debugging.  3. Good for fast debugging 

4. Execution time is less. 4. Execution time is more. 
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